Alumni interaction at CSE Dept in the month of April 2016
A proud alumnus of Bmsit&M, Shreelola R Hegde who is a 2014 pass out
and is working in Zynga Inc. visited the college campus on the 16th of April
2016 and delivered an informative speech to the students of 6th semester.
This enlightened the students about top IT trends in the industry and how
they can prepare themselves to fill the huge gap between college and work
environment when they graduate the next year.

It was quite interesting as he spoke about technologies like Big data,
Hadoop, go programming, gaming, python, ruby on rails , IOT,agile etc
which is trending in the IT industry these days. It’s important to understand
the functionality of these languages. So he suggested few good IDE’s that
the students can use to learn these languages.

He also gave a few guidelines on how to start of learning all these and how
much important it is to have to interest to know about new technologies that
come into the industry now and then. He also spoke about his experience in
IT companies from the past two years which was overwhelming.
He engaged us with videos and a demo on a project he recently worked on.

He explained that it’s ok to make mistakes while learning, that is how we get
better and how important it is to believe in yourself that you can do it.
Overall the session was both informative and motivational to the students of
CSE department and students were really happy with the information they
received.

After the session, many final year students also had an interaction with him
and asked him many doubts about the doubts they had in their project and
about how to start preparing seriously from now to cope up with the IT
industry expectations and got satisfying answers.
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